
We’d like to show you how to increase productivity by at least 21% in 21 weeks, while
also improving employee engagement. You’ll be able to get these increases regardless
of whether or not you already have a training or performance improvement program in
place. 
 
You’ll be able to get a 21% increase provided you are behind in an achievable target in
sales or operations and it is a metric over which your front-line staff have control. This is
specific to situations where team members have transactional interactions with a
customer (i.e. simple and one or two to complete), or they do job after job (e.g. contact
centre). 
 
You can implement the framework yourself, or get our help to fast-track performance
improvement.

Benchmark your leadership today, click here...

PERFORMANCE 
BREAK-THRU
Gain 21% Performance Improvement in 21 Weeks

https://perfbreakthru.typeform.com/to/CkXn5e
https://perfbreakthru.typeform.com/to/CkXn5e


GUARANTEED 
TOP PERFORMANCE
IMPROVEMENT  

TOP PERFORMER MODEL

THE KEY ELEMENTS

While our Performance Break-Thru it is built
upon sophisticated research it provides the
support and simple systems that make it easy
for organisations to create the time and
confidence to successfully drive rapid
performance improvement.  It ensures leaders
and front-line staff are consistently doing, and
mastering, the short-list of key behaviours that
drive results and employee engagement for
each role.

LEADERSHIP ASSESSMENT 

LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT

BravaTrak Analytics

Typecoach

Strada7 - 7 Habits of

World Class Leaders

COACHING

The framework above represents the fastest
way we know to increase productivity. As it
happens, it also improves employee
engagement. It’s the culmination of all we and
our partners at Brava have learnt over the last
27 years. When successfully implemented in
your organisation, the process will help you
achieve a 21% increase in sales or service in 21
weeks, and it will continue to increase over time.
Bear in mind, many organisations have
achieved much larger improvements, much
faster.
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IDENTIFY&

CODIFY

LEARN

MASTER

ASSESS

PLANFOLLOW-THRU

Front-line Manager
Top Performer Model

mindsets
processes
behaviours

mindsets
processes
behaviours

Top Performer Model

Top Performer Model

Strada7 - 7 Habits of

World-Class Leaders

Coaching Coaching

BravaTrak Analytics

Typecoach

Coaching

Top Performer Model
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TOP PERFORMER
MODELS
Corporations do not have a track record for

replicating the talent of top performing

managers and front line staff that have

direct impact on revenue, cost, productivity,

quality and customer satisfaction.

 

Modelling experts and expertise uses the

intersection of neuroscience, applied

cognitive psychology, symbolic, implicit and

analytic modelling techniques to discover the

deep structure of how top performers

produce their outstanding results.  Further

one can identify the critical subset of

behaviours and skills that drive outcomes -

the 20% that deliver the 80%.  Custom-

designed training and coaching programs

can teach these effective strategies to

average performers, improving their results

and enriching their organisations.

 

Models have been developed for skills as

diverse as accelerated language acquisition,

sharp shooting, rock climbing, safe driving,

and horse whispering to commercial patterns

for communication, influence, excavator

operation, front-line leadership, CEO

leadership, creativity, and negotiation, to

name a few.

 

Whichever it is - the purpose of modelling is

to transfer the ability of experts (i.e. top

performers) to someone who needs or wants

the ability of the experts in a manner that

quickly develops unconscious competence.

Done effectively, modelling can deliver

significant performance improvement

quickly.

Contextual 
Belief Sets

Thinking 
Strategies State of Mind

& Physiology

Process

1

2
3

4

External
Contributing

Factors
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STRADA|7
7 HABITS OF 

WORLD CLASS LEADERS

 
no time away from work

supported to apply on-the-job

learn in bite-sized chunks

Drive for 

Results

1

Behaviour

Focus

2

World Class Leaders operate with a strong results orientation. World Class Leaders ensure that the
results they are seeking are communicated to their team, and they set expectations that their team will
achieve those results.

World Class Leaders understand the critical work behaviours or methods that maximise the results they
want their team to achieve. The reason for this is that the precise actions that people take during the
course of their work determine their results.

Positive

Feedback

3 World Class Leaders provide frequent, immediate, detailed and specific, positive feedback (praise) to
individuals to encourage the critical work behaviours and methods they are seeking from their team. This is
the primary way they inspire and motivate their people to high performance. Research evidence suggests
that this approach is the single most effective driver of employee performance.

Corrective

Feedback

4 World Class Leaders are willing to constructively confront poor performance – big or small. They do so
fairly and unemotionally, with their observations put in behavioural terms and backed by evidence.
To do this, World Class Leaders are highly skilled at questioning; particularly in directing the conversation
through open-ended questions.

Observe

5
World Class Leaders have a system, or process, for frequently noticing what their people are doing. The
system enables them to show a sincere interest in their people, build trust, inspire and help their employees
to overcome challenges, and to make decisions about how to manage employee work behaviour.

Develop

Others

Link 

Impact

6

7

World Class Leaders develop others, both formally and informally. Day-to-day they help their people find
tangible, immediate solutions to specific work challenges they face. They are also encourage their
employees to contribute ideas that could improve performance.
 
More formally, they frequently hold development discussions to guide and coach their people. During these
discussions they mostly emphasise performance and personality strengths; while any discussions about
performance weaknesses are clearly focused on specific ways the individual employee can improve or
develop.

World Class Leaders understand that employees want a definite sense of direction and purpose in their
work, and they want to know how their work connects to the bigger picture. So they create meaning and
clarity of purpose for their people by consistently letting their team know how their work has a positive
impact on areas such as the organisation’s or their business unit’s mission, strategy and broader business
objectives.
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BRAVATRAK
LEADERSHIP
ANALYTICS

®

ASSESS

Assess manager's leadership

performance quarterly using BravaTrak

Debrief results using a top-down

process (managers debriefed by their

immediate manager, with support from

HR)

PLAN

Select 1-3 areas for improvement (in

conjunction with their immediate

manager)

Give guidance on specific actions to

improve leadership effectiveness in

those areas

Seek feed-forward. Managers share

their improvement priorities with direct

reports, and ask for future-focused

feedback on specific actions for

improvement

FOLLOW-THRU

Monthly Leadership Review. Managers

meet with their immediate manager to

discuss progress

Monthly Review with direct reports (to

ask their perception of progress made

and for improvement ideas)

Re-set Improvement Plan
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The TypeCoach programs are focused on

the practical application of personality

type on a daily basis. Moving beyond type

awareness into application allows

participants to drive business results.

 

Typecoach is an interactive, video-based

experience that leads participants through

the process of:

TYPECOACH

DISCOVERY &

VERIFICATION
discovering & verifying employee

“best fit” type. A highly practical

report provides tips for maximising  

natural strengths, minimising

typical challenge areas as well as

stress triggers and responses for

the participant's type

LIVE OR ONLINE

TRAINING
custom designed to address the

participant's needs

ONLINE POST WORK
Type-to-Type - an interactive type

chart provides top 10 tips for how

to communicate with any

individual given the unique combo

of YOUR type and THEIR type

(ENFP –> ENTJ etc)

Coaching - online coaching

videos for each of the 16

Personality Types covering the Top

5 ways to maximise your career

potential given your type
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ON-THE-JOB
COACHING  
One of the most common complaints that

Onirik hears is that conventional training in

any form, whether via book, workshop,

seminar, or on-line courses, has little or no

impact on business results.  Unfortunately,

this complaint is backed up by a number of

studies that confirm that traditional training

does not change the behaviour, attitudes, or

results of the vast majority of people.

 

The same research found some instances

where sales training actually resulted in real

behaviour change and business results. 

There were two factors common to the

successes. One was a different training

format that developed behavioural

competence and the other was follow-up

on-the-job coaching.

 

Our approach then encourages application

of learning into different contexts so as to

be able to generalise the learning across

the spectrum of work scenarios.

 

Effective training teaches you what to do

and does not motivate you to do it yet

coaching is highly motivational.  Training

content is fixed and set by the trainer while

coaching agendas are set by the individual’s

needs.  Training rarely involves feedback yet

coaching involves ongoing real time

observation and feedback.  Coaching yields

lasting behaviour change.  Effective training

delivers behavioural competence and the

follow-up coaching links the competence to

excellent performance and business results.

Experience

Discover

Learn Explicitly

Generalise
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Benchmark your leadership, click here...

Talk to an Onirik Consultant, click here...

PERFORMANCE BREAK-THRU

Onirik are catalyst for accelerating the development of exceptional effectiveness and performance in
organisations.  We do this so that so they exceed their goals and their staff find fulfilment in their work.
 
Business is behaviour.  Staff behaviour is the only way actions are taken and outcomes are achieved.
Increasing business performance is about managers and supervisors taking actions that increase the
front line behaviours you want and decrease those you don't want.  
 
When human capital is effectively led and focuses upon the core high payoff behaviours in every role,
the ones that drive results, every business has the ability to drive a fast, lasting and transformative
productivity improvement.  And when organisations do this they see profits soar while positively
impacting the work lives of their employees.
 
Onirik's systems step leaders through what to do and how to do it, effectively and affordably.

simple

results focussed

time practical

predictable & sustainable

WEEKS 

21%

21

PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT INGAIN 
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https://perfbreakthru.typeform.com/to/CkXn5e
https://calendly.com/geoffrey-wade/zoom-30min

